Abstract: In this study, the authors optimise the outage probability of amplify and forward incremental relaying (IR) scheme using two different power allocation methods in the presence of channel estimation errors. The authors find the outage probability of IR scheme and minimise it subject to traditional power (TP) constraint in which the sum of nodes' powers is fixed and outage-dependent power (ODP) constraint which is compatible with the physical concept of IR and takes into account the quality of the direct path in the optimisation problem. The authors provide closed-form expressions to allocate power to pilot and data symbols of both the source and the relay. Although, their analysis uses high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) approximation, the analytical solutions perform very close to optimal ones obtained through global numerical search. The authors show that ODP constraint has substantial superiority over TP constraint, especially when the relay is placed close to the source. Moreover, the authors compare power-optimised IR subject to the mentioned power constraints with equal power allocation scheme and show the impact of power optimisation on the outage performance of IR system.
Introduction
Relay-based wireless communication provides distributed spatial diversity in wireless networks and enables energyefficient transmission of information from source nodes to destination nodes via intermediate relay nodes [1] [2] [3] . Cooperative diversity techniques can be categorised by the type of signal processing performed at the relay or by the relay activation method. Two main types of signal processing for information transfer are amplify and forward (AF) scheme, which involves analogue retransmission of the noisy received signal at the relay, and decode and forward (DF) scheme, which involves decoding the received signal at the relay followed by re-encoding and transmission [1] . In terms of relay activation mode, the important approaches include fixed relaying (FR), in which the relay is activated in its designated time regardless of the quality of the source-destination link, and incremental relaying (IR), in which the relay is activated only if the transmission in the source-destination link is in outage [3] . IR can be facilitated by a simple binary feedback from the destination about the success or failure of the transmission in the source -destination path or 'direct link'. IR makes more efficient use of the relays in the network and hence, can significantly improve the spectral efficiency compared to FR [3] . Therefore it is worthwhile investigating various performance measures and design aspects of IR.
One of the most important design aspects of IR scheme is the power distribution between the source and the relay. The efficiency of IR scheme can be significantly improved by optimising power allocation. However, most of existing works assume equal power allocation because of its simplicity [4 -9] . There are a few works for power optimisation of IR including [10, 11] . Aghajani-Renani et al. [10] minimised an approximation of symbol error rate of an incremental-selective DF scheme and [11] minimised the outage probability of a hybrid IR scheme. Both works assumed a total power constraint for power optimisation. However, the problem of power allocation in IR can be more complicated if we consider the probabilistic activation of the relay in the power constraint. We have introduced one such type of power constraint in [12] to compare IR with FR.
Most existing works related to IR scheme assume that perfect channel state information (CSI) is available, at least to the receiving nodes for the purpose of signal detection [4 -6, 10-12] . In practical training-based wireless systems, however, only estimates of channels may be available at the receiving nodes [13] . Channel estimation for the relay channels have been the topic of recent research [14 -16] . For example in AF relaying, approximations of the outage probabilities [14] , asymptotical symbol error rate [15] and bit error rate [17] have been considered. However, they are all proposed for FR and are not directly applicable for IR.
Approach and contributions
In this paper, we aim to minimise the outage probability of an IR scheme in the presence of channel estimation errors subject to two different power constraints named as traditional power (TP) and outage-dependent power (ODP) constraints. In TP constraint, we use the simpler approach in which the sum of nodes' powers is fixed to a total power. On the other hand, the introduced ODP constraint is adapted to the quality of the direct path and the presence of the relay in the system. In other words, ODP constraint is written based on the physical concept of IR scheme and we expect to achieve better performance using this constraint. Since no priori CSI is available in the system, we use pilot symbol transmission to estimate the channels. Note that in [12] , we assumed that all nodes have perfect CSI. Therefore there was no need for pilot transmission and pilot power optimisation. In addition, a different ODP constraint was used in [12] to be suitable for fair comparison of IR and FR schemes. However, in this work, we need to do more complex analysis to optimise power allocation of IR scheme owing to the presence of channel estimation errors. Also, we focus to compare TP and ODP constraints in IR scheme. Our contributions are summarised as follows: † Owing to the complicated statistics of the received signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) in the presence of channel estimation errors, we derive an approximation of the outage probability using high-SNR assumption. We assume a selection diversity (SD) receiver in which the receiver selects the best received signal from different paths (the direct and the 'relay paths' that is source-relay -destination route). We use this outage probability as the objective function in the power optimisation problem. † We then present a novel framework for the power optimisation of pilot and data symbols of the source and relay with the goal to minimise the overall outage probability at the destination subject to the mentioned power constraints. We provide closed-form solutions to the power allocation problem in IR under TP and ODP constraints. We investigate the effectiveness of the proposed solutions in Section 6 by comparing the achieved outage probabilities with those obtained through global numerical search. We find that the simple closed-form solutions are almost optimal in many situations of interest and even at low SNR conditions. Our results show that ODP constraint outperforms TP constraint because of its efficiency in using the total power in IR system. We also investigate the power savings in using optimum power allocation compared to equal power assignment which is commonly used in the literature. † Finally, we utilise the analytical power ratios in IR when the destination uses a more efficient receiver that is maximum ratio combining (MRC) receiver. Although, the power optimisation is based on the approximation of the outage probability of IR-SD scheme, we observe that it performs very close to the optimal solution for IR-MRC scheme and it is successfully applicable to the MRC receiver.
System model
We consider a wireless AF relay network with a source, a relay and a destination. All channels are Rayleigh block fading channels, that is, the realisation of the fading channel in each link follows a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution which stays constant during transmission of a block of symbols and changes to an independent value in the next block. We use subscripts s, r and d to refer to the source, relay and destination, respectively. The fading channel from node i to node j, (i, j) [ {s, r, d} 2 is denoted by H ij with variance s
, where d ij is the distance between node i and node j and n is the path-loss exponent [18] . This channel model takes into account both long-term path loss and short-term fading. The long-term path loss determines the strength of the short-term fading (i.e. the variance of the fading channel coefficient H ij or the mean of |H ij | 2 ). A similar model has been used in [3 -7, 15-17] . Note that we have solved the power allocation problem for a fixed realisation of shadowing in a 'localised' area and our model does not explicitly consider large-scale random shadowing effects caused by obstacles or people [19] . Considering the effects of shadowing can be essential for evaluating the overall outage performance of some systems [20, 21] . However, our model is a reasonable localised model when there are many objects in the environment that scatter the radio signal before it arrives at the receiver, such as heavily built-up urban environments [22] . Also, we consider a discrete-time baseband system model which is widely used in theoretical works [3 -7, 15-17] . In practice, the transmitted frequency band can affect the propagation behaviour [23] . Our core approach can be extended to include random shadowing and other propagation models in future works.
We assume that there is no prior CSI available at any node except for the channel statistics. That is H ij is not initially known by any node, but the variances of the channel coefficients, s
H ij
, are known to all nodes. These variances are long-term statistical parameters of the channels that do not change very often and hence can be estimated with some modest processing at the receivers and sent to the transmitters using low-rate feedback if needed [14, 24] .
The fading channel coefficients are estimated at the destination using pilot symbol transmission. We consider half-duplex strategy for the source and relay transmissions. First, the source broadcasts one pilot symbol and (N 2 1) data symbols to the relay and destination. Note that in single transmit antenna block fading channels, transmission of one pilot symbol is optimal in any block length as long as the pilot power is optimised [13] . The destination uses the received pilot signal to estimate the direct channel (H sd ) and uses this estimate during data transmission. The activation of the relay depends on the outage event of the direct link that is the received SNR from the direct link is evaluated in the destination and if the direct link has good quality, the relay is not activated. However, if the direct link is in outage, the destination broadcasts a binary NACK signal indicating the failure of the direct link. Therefore the relay will be activated and will amplify and forward the source's signals to the destination. We assume SD receiver which is clearly a simple option as it removes the need for co-phasing of the signals transmitted by the source and relay at the destination, which is needed in other combining receivers. The destination simply discards the signal received directly from the source whenever its SNR falls below the given threshold and only works with the signal from the relay in the next time block. This serves as an upper bound on the outage performance of other combining schemes such as MRC. Note that in MRC receiver, the destination combines the received signals from the different paths. Therefore we need to know the distribution of the sum of received SNRs from the direct and the relay paths to find the outage probability, which is very complicated especially in the presence of channel estimation errors. However, we will show numerically that the power optimisation analysis of IR-SD scheme is appropriate to be employed in the MRC case as well.
Observation equations and channel estimation
In the first time block, the source broadcasts its symbols to the destination and the relay. The received signals at the destination during pilot and data transmission are
where X P and X D are the channel inputs with power P Ps and P Ds during pilot and data transmissions, respectively. Z d is zero-mean complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise with variance N 0 . Using Y d,P , the destination estimates H sd using minimum mean square error method [25] 
whereH sd is the estimation error. Since X p is deterministic, Y d,P is Gaussian and as a resultĤ sd andH sd are Gaussian random variables. Using (4), Y d,D can be written as
Therefore the instantaneous SNR of the direct link is given by
which has exponential distribution with the mean of
If the received SNR of the direct link, r sd , falls below a threshold value r th , then the direct link is in outage and the destination sends a binary NACK feedback to the relay. Therefore the relay amplifies and forwards the previously received signals from the source using 'fixed gain' value that is the relay gain does not depend on the instantaneous channel. Therefore the relay only needs to know the variance of the source-relay fading channel (s 2 H sr ). The amplification factors at the relay during pilot and data transmissions are
where P Pr and P Dr are the relay transmitting powers during pilot and data transmission, respectively. The destination receives the amplified signals from the relay. It uses the received pilot signal to estimate the whole 'relay link' that is source-relay-destination path (H W H sr H rd ). The estimation method and observation equations for the relay link can be written similar to Section II-A in [14] .
Outage probability
The outage event of the IR system using SD receiver happens if both the direct and the relay links are in outage, that is
where P dir out and P relay out are the outage probabilities of the direct and the relay links, respectively. Since r sd has an exponential distribution, we have
As it is shown in [14] , the outage probability of the relay link is a very complicated function of channels' statistics and nodes' powers in the presence of channel estimation errors. We use the approximations used in 'Approach-2' in [14] to provide a simplified function for the outage probability of the relay link to be used for power optimisation purposes. From Approach-2 (equation (30) in [14] ), the instantaneous SNR of the relay link can be written as
= r sr r rd r rd + r sr + s 2H {(P Ds P Dr )/N 2 0 } + 1
where r sr and r rd are the instantaneous SNRs of the sourcerelay and relay-destination links with averages r sr = P Ds × s 
From (13), for the case where the SNR in one of the hops is much stronger than the other (r sr ≫ r rd or vice versa), one can argue that the distribution of r srd is very close to exponential [26] . Therefore we simply approximate r srd with an exponential distribution with the following mean
where we used Jensen's inequality to find the upper bound.
Using the above argument, we simply write the overall outage probability as (16) The second approximation holds at high-SNR conditions. Using (3), (4) and (7) r sd can be written as
From (14) and (15), we obtain (19) and (20) given at the bottom of this page where the approximations hold at high SNR.
In the following, we will study two different power allocation schemes that is TP and ODP for IR scheme. We minimise the outage probability of IR subject to these power constraints and provide closed-form expressions in each case.
Traditional power optimisation
TP constraint is a general constraint which is mainly used in the literature. It assumes a fixed total power to be distributed between the source and the relay symbols that is
where P T is the total power for the transmission. Assuming the above power constraint, we aim to minimise the outage probability of the IR scheme given in (16) over the power distribution which is equivalent to the following optimisation problem max P Ps ,P Pr ,P Ds ,P Dr r sd r UB srd s.t. P Ps + (N − 1)P Ds + P Pr + (N − 1)P Dr = P T
We denote b TP as a fraction of total power allocated to the source and g TP as a fraction of the power of each node allocated to pilot transmission that is
Inserting (23) in (18) and (20) and using them in (22) 
The partial derivatives of f TP are rather complicated which do not result in closed-form expressions for the power ratios. Therefore we need to do more simplifications and solve the problem in a sub-optimal way.
4.1 Optimising b TP for equal power of pilot and data symbols First, we assume equal power for pilot and data symbols of each node that is P Ps ¼ P Ds and P Pr ¼ P Dr . It is equivalent to setting g TP ¼ 1/N. Then, we find the optimal b TP . Using the resulting b TP , we find the optimal g TP in the next step. Assuming g TP ¼ 1/N, we need to find the roots of the derivative of f TP w.r.t. b TP that is
where C 0,b TP to C 6,b TP are some constants and given in (36) in the Appendix. Therefore b * TP is the real root of the above sixdegree polynomial which should be in (0, 1) range to be a valid solution.
Optimising g TP for a known b TP
Now, we assume that we have the optimal b TP and we want to find g TP . Therefore we set ∂f TP /∂g TP to zero
where C 0,g TP to C 4,g TP are given in (37) in the Appendix. Therefore g * TP is the real root of a quartic equation which has a general closed-form solution. Note that the above constants are related to the mean of the channel coefficients and do not require knowledge of instantaneous channel realisations. They also depend on the optimum value of b TP which is not available in the general case, but can be approximated by b * TP which is the solution of (25).
Equal power allocation
We compare our analytical power allocation with equal power allocation which is simple and widely used in the literature. Equal power allocation means that all symbols (pilot and data) in the source and the relay have the same power that is P Ps ¼ P Ds ¼ P Pr ¼ P Dr . Using the TP constraint defined in (21) 
5 Outage-dependent power optimisation
The ODP constraint considers the probabilistic involvement of the relay in the IR scheme. This power constraint is more compatible to the physical concept of IR system. It depends on the outage probability in the direct link (P dir out ). The reason is that, on average, the relay is used P dir out per cent of the time and is silent at other times. So we can write the following statistical power constraint based on the relay activity and conservation of time and energy P Ps + (N − 1)P Ds + P dir out (P Pr + (N − 1)P Dr ) = P T (27) where P dir out is defined in (11) which is a function of P Ps and P Ds . From (27) , we note the difficulty in trying to derive the optimal power allocation for the source and relay. This is because the power constraint depends on the direct link outage probability which, in turn, depends on the power allocated to the source in a non-linear manner. Therefore we need to use high-SNR assumption to simplify the problem and replace P dir out with r th / r sd where r sd is given in (18) . Using ODP constraint we aim to minimise the outage probability of the IR scheme given in (16) as follows max P Ps ,P Pr ,P Ds ,P Dr r sd r UB srd s.t. P Ps + (N − 1)P Ds + P dir out (P Pr + (N − 1)P Dr ) = P T
Considering similar definitions for b ODP and g ODP as in Section 4, we can write the source and relay powers as
Inserting (29) in (18) and (20) and using them in (28) result in maximisation of a function of b ODP and g ODP denoted by f ODP (g ODP , b ODP ) given in the Appendix. Similar to the analysis in Section 4, first, we can find optimal b ODP by assuming equal power for pilot and data symbols of each node. Therefore we set the derivatives of f ODP w.r.t. b ODP to zero
where C 0,b ODP to C 6,b ODP are provided in (39) of the Appendix.
However, setting ∂f ODP /∂g ODP to zero does not result in a closed-form solution for g ODP . The reason is that considering the outage probability of the direct link in the constraint makes the problem much more complicated than TP constraint. Therefore we set g ODP = g * TP which is the solution of TP constraint derived in (26) . We show in Section 6 that this approximation is very close to the optimal g ODP found through global numerical search.
Power optimisation for limited relay powers
Owing to a low outage probability of the direct link that appears in the denominator of (29), the power of the relay can be much greater than the 'normalised power' that is (P W P T /N ) at high SNR. Our numerical results show that for the case that the relay is close to the source, the relay powers can be more than 100 times greater than P which may not be practical. Therefore we consider the case where the maximum relay power per symbol is limited to P max . For example P max ¼ 5P. If the calculated value for the power of relay symbols exceed P max , then we clip that power to P max and recompute the powers as follows.
Note that in the systems with equal pilot and data powers, multiple pilot symbols are transmitted to achieve the best performance. However, since we use one pilot symbol for the channel estimation, the pilot power should be optimised. Consequently, pilot power should be boosted to decrease the channel estimation errors. Therefore in our scheme the pilot power P Pr is always greater than the data power P Dr . As a result, when SNR is increasing, P Pr reaches P max sooner than P Dr . In this case, we clip P Pr to P max and rewrite our constraint as
The optimal b ODP and g ODP should be recalculated for the above constraint. However, they cannot be found in closed form like (30) using analytical approaches. We show that we can use the solution of the normal situation without much loss in the performance. Note that g ODP determines the fraction of source power allocated to the pilot symbol and it mainly depends on the statistics of the channels, nodes distances and block length. The effect of clipping the relay power on the value of g ODP and b ODP is negligible. We will show in Section 6 that previous values are very close to optimal in this case. If we further increase SNR, P Dr also exceeds P max and we need to clip it. Therefore our ODP constraint transforms into
In this case, we just need to find the source powers that is it is not required to calculate b ODP . Similar to the previous case, if we assume that we know g ODP , then it can be easily shown that P Ds and P Ps are given by (33) shown at the bottom of this page Generally, we have to minimise the outage probability subject to (32) to find the optimal g ODP . However, we resort to using g * TP given in (26) . Our numerical results show that this assumption is reasonable.
Equal power allocation
Similar to Section 4.3, we find equal power allocation subject to ODP constraint to be compared with optimum power allocation. Note that because of the presence of outage probability of the direct link in the ODP constraint, the equal power allocation cannot be derived as simple as the TP constraint. However, we can solve it for high SNR condition in which P dir out can be approximated by r th / r sd . Then, assuming P Ps ¼ P Ds ¼ P Pr ¼ P Dr in (27) 
where the solution for b Eq ODP is valid at high SNR. Note that P dir out is always less than 1. Therefore b Eq ODP cannot be less than 0.5. Therefore at low SNR in which P dir out is about 1, we assume b Eq ODP = 0.5.
Numerical results
In this section, we study the efficiency of our power constraints in IR scheme and investigate the accuracy of our analysis. We assume that the source, relay and destination are placed on a straight line. This assumption does not affect the accuracy of our analysis or performance of the power allocation. The normalised distance between the source and the destination is d sd ¼ 1. The path-loss exponent is a ¼ 3 and the block length is N ¼ 50 symbols. The threshold level r th ¼ 1 is used. The normalised power P varies from 0 to 20 dBW and the noise variance N 0 is normalised to unity (therefore the SNR W P/N 0 ranges from 0 to 20 dB which is a typical studied range in the literature and relevant in practice). Similar system parameters have been used in [5 -7, 27, 28] . More extensive SNR ranges can be easily considered using the analytical framework provided in earlier parts. In all figures, we plot exact outage probability of IR scheme using Monte-Carlo simulation. In other words, we only used the approximation of the outage probability given in (16) as our objective function in power optimisation. Then, we apply the resulting analytical solutions to the exact outage probability to have a fair comparison between TP and ODP constraints. Note that the focus of this paper is not on the outage probability approximation for IR scheme, rather it aims to investigate the effect of different power constraints on power allocation and performance of IR scheme. Fig. 1 represents the outage probability of IR scheme against SNR using TP and ODP constraints for d sr ¼ 0.75, d rd ¼ 0.25. We can see the superiority of ODP in comparison with TP at moderate to high SNR. The reason is that at low SNR in which the outage probability of the direct link is close to 1, the ODP constraint tends to TP. However, as the SNR increases the adaptive property of ODP scheme improves the performance significantly. This figure also compares optimal power allocation with equal power allocation discussed in Sections 4.3 and 5.2. It can be observed that power optimisation improves the performance significantly; for example at the outage probability of 10 23 power optimised IR with TP and ODP constraints can save 3 and 2 dB of power, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the outage probability of IR scheme against normalised distance of the relay from the source (d sr /d sd ) at SNR of 10 dB. We moved the relay from the source to the destination to study the effect of the relay position on the performance of TP and ODP constraints and on the accuracy of our analysis. We have compared the analytical closed-form solutions provided in Sections 4 and 5 and optimal power allocation for each scheme derived from global numerical search on power ratios. Several results can be observed in this figure: (i) Analytical power allocation is successfully matched with the optimal solutions for both TP and ODP schemes. It shows that our approximations work well for power optimisation and can be used in similar problems. (ii) ODP constraint outperforms TP for both equal power and optimal power allocation for all positions of the relay except for d sr ¼ 0.95 where TP performance reaches that of ODP. The reason is that as the relay gets closer to the destination, more power should be allocated to the source and less to the relay, therefore P r is very small and P dir out has less impact in ODP constraint. (iii) Power optimisation improves the performance of both TP and ODP in comparison with equal power allocation.
We can see the optimal and analytical power ratios in Fig. 3 . The optimal power ratios obtained from global numerical search and the analytical ratios are derived in (25) , (26) and (30). Although, we have used sub-optimal approaches to find the power ratios, our closed-form analytical results are very close to the optimal values that require very time-consuming calculations, provide little insight into the problem and are of little practical value. We can see that the optimal values of g TP and g ODP have some changes around g * TP ; however, the fluctuation range is very limited and does not affect the performance.
The power efficiency of ODP constraint in IR scheme is remarkable. However, as we explained in Section 5.1, at high SNR the power of the relay can be much greater than P. Therefore we limit the relay power to P max ¼ 5P and calculate the optimal and analytical power ratios (given in Section 5.1). The impact of limiting the relay power is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the outage probability of the IR scheme against SNR with limited relay power for ODP constraint at d sr ¼ 0.1, d rd ¼ 0.9. It can be observed that the performance of the IR scheme in limited power case is worse than unlimited one, however it still has a very good performance in comparison with TP scheme. For example for the outage probability of 10
23
, there is still 5 dB difference between TP and ODP with limited relay power (the difference between limited ODP and unlimited one is less than 1 dB). Another result is that the analytical power optimisation is matched with the optimal one for both TP and ODP. Now, if we move the relay on a straight line between the source and destination, the result can be seen in Fig. 5 . We plot the outage probability of IR scheme using ODP constraint with and without limiting the relay power. We have used SNR of 25 dB to clearly observe the effect of power limitation on the performance of ODP. We can see that limiting the relay power is more important where the relay is close to the source. The reason is that when the relay is closer to the source and farther from the destination, the relay power needs to be increased owing to the low quality of relay-destination link. Therefore when we clip the relay power to P max there is more difference between limited power and unlimited power cases. However, when the relay gets closer to the destination, it needs less power (even less than P max ) and limiting the relay power does not affect the performance.
Finally, in Fig. 6 , we investigate the efficiency of our analytical power allocation in the IR scheme using MRC receiver. We present the outage probability of IR-MRC scheme in the presence of channel estimation errors against d sr /d sd at SNR of 10 dB. Although, the analytical power optimisation is based on minimising the approximation of the outage probability of IR-SD scheme, it performs very close to optimal solution found through global numerical search for IR-MRC scheme. This figure also includes the outage probability of power-optimised IR-SD scheme to be compared with IR-MRC. We observe that the outage probability of IR-MRC is almost half of IR-SD.
Conclusion
We studied the performance of IR scheme using two different power constraints in the presence of channel estimation errors. We found a high-SNR approximation of the outage probability for IR-SD scheme with channel estimation errors and minimised it subject to TP and ODP constraints. In TP allocation, we fixed the sum of source and relay powers to a total power. However, in ODP allocation, we considered the physical concept of IR in our power constraint. We have provided closed-form expressions to allocate power to pilot and data symbols at the source and the relay. The numerical results showed that ODP constraint has substantial superiority over TP constraint, especially when the relay is placed close to the source. For example at the outage probability of 10 23 ODP scheme can save about 5 dB power compared to TP scheme. We observed that power optimisation improved the performance of IR scheme compared to equal power allocation. Moreover, our analytical solutions are almost identical to optimal results in both TP and ODP allocation for all positions of the relay, a wide range of SNR and even for IR-MRC scheme. 
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